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INTRODUCTION
Statement from Circular Communities Scotland CEO Michael Cook,
Supported by Chair of the Board Naomi Johnson.
Thank you for taking the time to read our 2021 Impact Report,

‘Embracing a Circular Future’.
This year’s report is particularly significant to us.
Not only is this our first impact report as Circular
Communities Scotland, it is also the first in which
we have been able to garner the true impact of
the Covid-19 crisis on our sector. We have seen
our membership endure continued challenges,
but we are ultimately left with confidence in
the regeneration of our sector, inspired by its
ongoing resilience.

It is always inspiring to see the work of our
members and even more so during times
of difficulty. This report includes 9 case
studies from a wide range of our members
demonstrating the social, environmental, and
economic benefits of their work. I’d like to
extend a big thank you to our members who
contributed to this report by offering their case
studies for inclusion.

This impact report has also been released
in the wake of COP26, which represented a
critical moment for Scotland and the world in
addressing climate change. By the time you
read this, world leaders will have left Glasgow,
and we will know whether strong words have
been matched by strong political will, binding
agreements, and ambitious action.

This is a critical time for Scotland as we continue
to face the twin crises of our time – recovery
from the pandemic and tacking climate
change. We are delighted to have the first ever
Minister for Green Skills, Circular Economy and
Biodiversity, Ms. Lorna Slater, support this report,
as we galvanise ourselves and others, redoubling
our efforts to embrace a circular future.

Irrespective of the outcome of COP26, we will
continue to call for stronger action from our
policy makers. This report contains a strong
set of policy asks, including calling for a strong
Circular Economy Bill and greater investment in
reuse and repair.

Statement from Minister for Green Skills,
Circular Economy and Biodiversity, Ms.
Lorna Slater.
The period covered by this Impact Report
has been without precedent this 21st century.
The challenges presented by the Covid-19
pandemic and by the actions to combat it
have affected the sector’s ability to provide
their services to local communities.
It is heartening that, despite these difficulties,
circular communities have seized on the
opportunities to build back a fairer and greener
society. As the case studies in this Report
show, they still managed to deliver significant
contributions toward re-use, repair and
refurbishment opportunities for an increasing
range of items, whilst also providing other valuable
services to local communities.
I welcome these efforts and huge successes
in tackling resource use, building the circular
economy and growing green jobs.

Supporting and representing our members
will continue to be our top priority as Circular
Communities Scotland. We believe our new
identity positions the organisation to do
just this, as we work towards our vision of a
thriving circular economy in Scotland, with
local communities benefiting from the social,
environmental and economic impacts.
Our survey of members shows that our sector
is beginning to recover from an extremely
challenging two years. Multiple lockdowns
resulted in significant reduction in tonnage of
waste saved from landfill and the equivalent
CO2 savings. However, staff numbers are up,
and turnover has been sustained, mostly due
to government support. Importantly, we are
happy to see an increase in confidence from our
members regarding their organisation’s recovery.
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Lorna Slater

Michael Cook

Minister for Green Skills
Circular Economy and Biodiversity

Chief Executive
Officer

Naomi Johnson
Chair of the Board
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FOUNDATIONS OF A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Considering the sector’s impressive impact and it’s struggle through the
challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic – laying the foundations for a ‘new
normal’ on which the circular economy must continue to grow.
To look forward and embrace a circular future,
we need to know where we are, and where
we’ve been. This section shows infographics
representing survey results from 169 of our
members across Scotland. They’ve shared their
successes and struggles to give us an invaluable
snapshot into our sector over the last year.
We’re delighted to see that the ‘circular
communities’ sector – reuse, repair, recycling,
and waste education organisations – continued
to provide invaluable social and environmental
benefits to local communities across Scotland
during this challenging period.

What we can clearly see is that the sector has
evolved, learned from innumerable challenges,
and taken on dynamic new forms to respond
to the changing needs of the planet and their
communities close to home.
These numerical results can only begin to reflect
the heart, power, and determination that our
members have shown, and continue to show.
However, we trust they give a picture of the
significant impacts delivered by our sector: saving
tonnes of carbon to combat climate change,
creating numerous green jobs, and providing
tangible social benefits to their communities.

OUR MEMBERS’ WORK

97

15

20

Reuse procurement
(Local Authorities or
Housing Associations)

Reuse services at local
authority recycling
centres

Bike reuse

37

30

15

21

Textiles and clothes

White goods, WEEE and
IT reuse and repair

Starter packs

Sharing Library or
Repair Cafe

21

14

6

18

Upcycling projects

Food Waste (Food
Banks or FareShare
Network)

4

3

Men’s Sheds

4

22

Reuse retail or
charity shops

Zero Waste Shops

Community Fridge

6

Scrap Stores

Local Food Growing

3

Wood Reuse
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OUR MEMBERS’ IMPACT
PEOPLE

POUNDS

PLANET

PLACE

1368 staff
4320 volunteers

£104 million

17418 reuse tonnes

169 members

& placements

turnover

15.6% increase

8.1% increase in staff
29.2% drop in
volunteers

12.9% drop

3461 recycling tonnes

In all 32 LAs
18.2% increase

30.8% drop

70,560 tonnes of
CO2e saved

16.5 % drop

Staff & Volunteers
We can see an increase in staffing levels for our members, but a drop in volunteers. This
may well reflect the impact of lockdown and coronavirus on the sector, as organisations
were able to retain staff on furlough, but volunteers were unable to continue to
contribute.

Financial Turn Over
Increasing membership levels is reflected in increased turnover levels, which have
increased by 15.6% over the last year. Strong support from UK and Scottish governments
through the pandemic have held average turnover levels despite frequent lockdowns and
closures..

Reuse, Recycling and Carbon Benefits
Because we asked our members to report on the last financial year this is the first survey which shows
the impact of the pandemic. Consequently, many operations were closed for significant periods of
time and this has resulted in a fall in reuse and recycling tonnage. Members saved 17,418 tonnes of
goods for reuse (fall of 12.9%) and 3,461 of materials for recycling (fall of 30.8%). However, 70,560
tonnes of equivalent CO2e were still saved, a significant positive impact for the environment and a
fantastic result from our members efforts.

Our Membership
Our membership has continued to grow, increasing by 18.2% over the last year and still
operate across all 32 local authorities in Scotland. We believe this growth indicates resilience
and growth in the circular communities’ sector, as well indicating the benefits and value for
money of support offered through ongoing Circular Communities Scotland membership.
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OUR MEMBERS’ RECOVERY
We’ve seen strong turnover and increase in staff levels – but a loss in
volunteering capacity and waste saving activity from our members.
In September 2021 we asked our members about confidence in their organisations recovering post
Covid-19. A summary of the responses received revealed the following:

87%

5%

63%

of members are confident
that their organisation will
recover from Covid-19 in
the next 12 months.

of members are not confident
that their organisation will
recover from Covid-19 in the
next 12 months.

of members said as they move
forward from the COVID-19
crisis, their biggest challenge
was sustainable finances.

We asked, ‘What is your level of confidence that your organisation will recover from the COVID-19 crisis
in the next 12 months?

THIS YEAR

40%
EXTREMELY
CONFIDENT

47.5%

7.5%

SOMEWHAT
CONFIDENT

NEUTRAL

2.5%
NOT SO
CONFIDENT

2.5%
NOT AT ALL
CONFIDENT

LAST YEAR

15%

EXTREMELY
CONFIDENT

50%

12%

SOMEWHAT
CONFIDENT

NEUTRAL

19%

NOT SO
CONFIDENT

4%

NOT AT ALL
CONFIDENT

TOP ISSUES OUR MEMBERS FACED

63%

SUSTAINABLE
FINANCES

8

57%

SUPPORTING
STAFF

51%

DEALING WITH
HEALTH & SAFETY
IMPLECATIONS

49%

REGAINING
CUSTOMER
CONFIDENCE
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THE IMPACT OF CIRCULAR COMMUNITIES SCOTLAND
EVENTS

WHAT OUR MEMBERS TOLD US

Rated Excellent or Good

We asked our members “what do you value about your
membership with Circular Communities Scotland?”

85%

OUR ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

83%

COVID-19
VIRTUAL FORUMS

91%
THEMATIC
SEMINARS

“Being connected! Access
to info, networks and events!
Education, resources, training
and discovering what else is
going on in the sector!”

COMMUNICATIONS
Rated Excellent or Good

91%

MONTHLY
E-NEWSLETTER

87%

MONTHLY
POLICY UPDATE

75%

REUSE
OPPORTUNITY
EMAILS

“Up to date information
on changes within the sector
and chance to share knowledge
and experience with other
members. Also, the knowledge
that you are lobbying those we
cannot on our behalf.”

“I have recommended Circular
Communities Scotland to many
organisations, and one has joined
recently. I have managed to access
funding through Circular Communities
Scotland directly and indirectly. I have
managed to meet people from other
similar projects and now work
collaboratively with them, all meeting
similar aims and we are able to
overcome challenges together.”
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EXAMPLES OF A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Spotlighting the voices of our members, to celebrate
their hard-won achievements, and fantastic work
that’s happening now across Scotland.
Below we have eight case studies that provide a snapshot of our membership.
Each features a description of a Circular Communities Scotland member,
showcasing the innovative work they are doing to support the development
of a thriving circular economy. We asked our featured members to think
about projects they’re proud of, challenges overcome, and ambitions for the
future – take a look below to see the variety and scope of work happening
across our network.
We wish we could feature all of our 174 members in our Impact Report.
The work of each one is invaluable to their communities and the local
and global environment. Together, we believe these case studies tell the
story of a vibrant and impactful sector.

Glasgow Wood Recycling
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CELEBRATING THE
VALUE OF VOLUNTEERS
Green Hive is an award-winning local
charity based in Nairn, recognised
for its strong ambition to support
Nairn and its people towards a Net
Zero future, sooner rather than later.
Green Hive has bold growth plans,
aiming to become a local exemplar,
taking action to address global
environmental issues.

A community hub, Green Hive supports
local people to design solutions for
environmental challenges, empowering
them to deliver a wide range of activities,
products and services which benefit the
people and places of Nairnshire.

Green Hive is very proud of its
volunteers, and we feel our community
workshop is unique to Scotland when
considering the nature of the activities, the
short time frame it has been in existence and
the types of machines and recycling activities
volunteers engage in on a weekly basis. We have
exciting and emerging plans to expand with a
second community space in Nairn next year.
Our circular economy work and focus is on
partnerships which accelerate our collective
efforts in Nairn towards a Net Zero future.
Neil Mapes
Green Hive Manager.
A key group of Green Hive volunteers, waiting to meet the Duchess of Rothesay
to receive the Queen’s Awards for Volunteering. Sept 2021.
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SUPPORTING THE ENVIRONMENT
AND MENTAL HEALTH
The Scottish Men’s Sheds
Association (SMSA) is
spearheading the Men’s Sheds
Movement in Scotland. The SMSA
exists to inspire and support
men to create and attend their
own Men’s Sheds in their local
communities across Scotland.
Shed premises are often derelict buildings
with attached wasteland and Shedders are
transforming these into hubs with biodiverse rural
and urban community gardens to grow their own
produce and create havens for local wildlife.
Through their ethos to recycle, reclaim, reuse
and repair, these Shedding communities from
over 190 open or developing Men’s Shed groups

across Scotland, are fixing lawnmowers, repairing
antiques, repurposing old computers, upcycling
wood into nests and feeders for local wildlife, and
much, much more to save waste from landfill.
North Edinburgh Community Shed calculates
that the products they make from every 10 pallets
of reclaimed wood is the equivalent to one car
off the road for a day. Comrie & District Men’s
Shed has made a waste and energy saving rocket
heating stove to heat their Shed efficiently and
save energy from the national grid.
The SMSA has national partnerships, such as with
The Robertson Group and Balfour Beatty, for local
Sheds to receive surplus, waste materials, and
many Sheds are also working in partnerships with
conservation organisations.
Visit the SMSA website for more information,
use the ‘Find a Shed’ map to find the Men’s Shed
closest to you and join the SMSA as an Individual
Member for free to be kept informed of its work.

Men’s Sheds aim to
improve the health
and wellbeing of men (or
‘Shedders’), in the heart of
their communities, whilst
doing their bit to support
the environment and
reduce their carbon
footprint.
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HANDS-ON COMMUNITY
ECO-ENGAGEMENT
SHRUB Coop addresses the
climate emergency through
community empowerment and
practical activities as well as
tackling consumption through
five main projects:
•

The Zero Waste Hub - a one-stop-shop
for sustainable living in central Edinburgh,
housing the Swapshop (swap, donate or buy
high quality preloved items), Food Sharing
Hub (Scotland’s first rescued food shop) and
a vegan café.

•

Bike maintenance and cycle skills workshops
at the Wee Spoke Hub.

•

Food Sharing Edinburgh surplus food
redistribution network.

•

End-of-Term and Community Collections
(collecting and redistributing preloved items
among Edinburgh’s student and
southside community).

•

A programme of upcycling and skill sharing
workshops and events, online and in the
Zero Waste Hub.

During the Covid-19 lockdown, SHRUB Coop
adapted by engaging in a food sharing
partnership with Refugee Community Kitchen
and Cargo Bike Movement, continuing to
provide rescued food (10.9 tonnes of it!) to
vulnerable people in the community. The
Swapshop went digital, expanding online,
offering second-hand treasures to Edinburgh
and beyond, as well as providing a safe space
for the community to drop off donations.
Today, most projects are re-opened including
the Wee Spoke Hub. Food Sharing Edinburgh
restarted the comprehensive food redistribution
network, redistributing nutritious food to those
in need. The Zero Waste Hub is now open
5 days a week, thanks to fabulous SHRUB
volunteers, and for the first time since 2019,
SHRUB Coop held a Community Collections
and Free Shop event over 3 days in June and
September 2021.

At SHRUB Coop in
Edinburgh, we are trying
to highlight a different way of
living, specifically a way that
fits a more circular economy
rather than the current linear
economy model.
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ALL ROUND IMPACT!
St Andrews Environmental
Network is a membership
organisation (open to the public)
with projects and partnerships
operating throughout St Andrews
and Fife, all with a sustainable
and green agenda.
Take a look at just a few examples of their work
below:

•

‘The Kernel’ a partnership project that was
funded by the Climate Challenge Fund to
create a ‘low-carbon living programme and
community space in St Andrews’ continues as
a legacy to the fund.
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•

‘Towards a Plastic Free St. Andrews’ initiative,
a collaboration led by Daphne Biliouri-Grant
to raise awareness about plastic pollution and
work towards the eradication of single-use
plastics in St. Andrews.

•

Energy-Go Green is an Energy Advice Project
delivered by St Andrews Environmental
Network to help reduce the carbon footprint of
your home.

•

A town-centre garden supported by volunteers
to grow local produce which is donated to
North East Fife Community Hub Cafe.

During lockdown, St Andrews Environmental
Network was able to move its plastic free shop
online. Post lockdown, the team are hoping to
pick up the waste strategy project in collaboration
with St Andrews University, which was paused
due to covid restrictions. As part of the strategy,
they hope to launch a reusable cups scheme for
the area – for use and sale in local cafés.

What started off
11 years ago as a climate
conscious organisation,
supporting the local
community with energy
advice and household fuel
bills, has turned into so
much more.
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CHALLENGING CLIMATE
CHANGE, INSPIRED BY COP
Aberdeen Climate Action was
created in the run up to COP21,
‘arising out of the need to
prompt our government to take
(climate) action.’ 7 years later,
with Scotland hosting COP26,
the volunteer-run organisation
has embedded itself as an
important voice advocating for a
sustainable North-East Scotland.
An educator and connector, Aberdeen Climate
Action aims to provide information and prompt
action around climate change, promote
sustainable and net zero policies and develop

mutually beneficial links to support its ambition
to be a Net Zero region.
In the run up to COP26, in collaboration with
NESCAN and Aberdeen Science Centre, the
charity co-launched the ‘NESCAN COP26
Schools Competition’. This ran alongside a
questionnaire and 11 community events all based
around people’s visions of what they want their
community to look like by 2030. The group then
took these visions of the future with them to
COP26’s Green Zone.
Post-lockdown, Aberdeen Climate Action is
looking forward to hosting the annual ‘Climate
Week North East’, 10 days of fun, inspiring and
interesting events designed to raise awareness
of climate change. The next Climate Week North
East is on 18-27th March 2022.

Aberdeen Climate
Action hosts monthly
climate cafés which are
‘designed to inform and
inspire’ people to take action
and start up their own
eco-focused projects. They
take on a different topic each
month and have continued to
thrive digitally throughout
the pandemic.
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SEWING FOR A SKILLED
AND SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY
Stitch the Gap is a Community
Interest Company that teaches
sewing machine skills within
the community of East
Dunbartonshire and Glasgow, to
repair, reuse and repurpose fabric.
Its vision is to have a direct impact on climate
change by equipping individuals with sewing
machine skills. By removing barriers to
learning, Stitch the Gap empower individuals
to learn new life skills, improve wellbeing, and
increase employment opportunities for those
marginalised by society.
During lockdown, Stitch the Gap moved its
classes online, whilst developing community and

Local Authority links which resulted in a successful
mask making kit project and video.
With 3 new staff members now on board (including
a secondary teacher, sewing machine mechanic
and costume designer), the social enterprise has
exciting plans for the future, and is looking to
expand to larger premises in Kirkintilloch. This
will support a sewing machine lending library,
which is in developmental stages with support
from Zero Waste Scotland, as well as a ‘scrap
store’ which will take donations from commercial
organisations looking to dispose of unwanted fabric
otherwise destined for landfill. A one-stop shop for
everything you need to get sewing!
You can shop for Stitch the Gap’s circular items in
its online shop, and find out about its classes and
other projects on its Facebook page.

What we do is very much a
part of the circular economy.
Reuse, repair and repurposing keeps
materials and clothes out of landfill,
whilst teaching new skills and creating
a fantastic social impact. We’re not just
embracing the circular economy but
sewing these ideals into the fabric of
our communities.
Trish Papworth, Co-Founder.
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GROWING WITH DISABILITY,
SUSTAINABILITY, AND LOCKDOWN
Shetland-based social enterprise
and registered charity COPE Ltd
provides employment and skills
development for adults with
learning disabilities or autism
spectrum disorders across five
different business areas: Shetland
Kitchen Co, Home Co, Garden Co,
Shetlandeli and Shetland Soap
Company. It has an SLA with the
Shetland Council offering 100
work placement sessions every
week with tailored developmental
support. It is also a Social Firm
with 6 supported employees.
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With such a strong focus on people, Covid-19
had a serious impact but participants were
supported throughout lockdown and the
organisation was among the first to re-open on
Shetland. “Business Area Bubbles” were created
to bring participants back to the workplace
safely and the organisation is now running
almost 100% of their SLA work placements.

We still face significant
challenges rebuilding post
pandemic, but our social
purpose keeps us focused,
our business success is key to
serving our participants and
our community.
Sarah Jackson, COPE Business Manager

COPE works tirelessly to improve its
environmental impact. The Shetland Garden Co
sources locally grown, hardened and indigenous
plants wherever possible, so that local gardeners
get plants that are tempered for Shetland’s
challenging climate and the carbon footprint is
kept to a minimum. Shetland Home Co is one of
Scotland’s many Revolve certified second-hand
stores, offering affordable access to high-quality
furniture, electrical and small household items.
What can’t be repaired or reused gets broken
down for recycling, providing one of Shetland’s
only viable recycling services and saving
hundreds of tons of landfill annually.
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BANDING TOGETHER TO KEEP SOCIETY CYCLING
Just Cycle Ltd, based in the
Scottish Borders, keeps bikes
and bike parts in circulation for
as long as possible.
A truly circular charity, it restores bikes that
would have otherwise ended up in landfill,
making them available to the community at
affordable prices.
Just Cycle works with its diverse range of
volunteers, from youth groups to people with
learning disabilities, to reuse, repair and recycle
bikes as well as educate the community on
basic maintenance skills.

Border Bikes is a funded project,
supporting an online platform for
bike groups and organisations
who can sign up, set up a profile,
and become a partner for free.
Customers can search for bikes, services and
events across different organisations in rural
areas instead of visiting individual sites online or
in person.
Partners of Border Bikes include other Circular
Communities Scotland members: A Greener
Melrose and Sea the Change. The Border Bikes
platform was created by Basecamp.

When Covid hit it was quite
different for us. Suddenly,
everyone wanted a bike, but we were
taking in fewer bikes as the recycling
centre was closed, and people weren’t able
to donate. The bikes we did receive were in
bad states of disrepair and of course we had
fewer volunteers. Thankfully we have a resilient
team. We knew we wanted to reach more
people who wanted and needed bikes, and to
knowledge share about bike maintenance,
and saw an opportunity to bring together
rural organisations like us. That’s how
Border Bikes was born.
Deborah Crozier
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MAKING A HOUSE A HOME
WITH PRE-LOVED FURNITURE
Circular Communities Scotland’s Reuse Consortium offers
Local Authorities and Housing Associations easy and reliable
access to a range of quality assured reuse furniture and
household goods from local providers, keeping wealth in
communities. Established in 2016, the Consortium has been
the sole provider of reuse furniture on the Scotland Excel
national framework agreement for 5 years.
Find out more about our established reuse business that supports people and the
planet with our case study and statistics.

THE CONSORTIUM SO FAR

19,095 £1.74M

843

ITEMS REUSED

INCOME
GENERATED

TONNES DIVERTED
FROM LANDFILL

2,233

8410

17

TONNES CO2E
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HOUSEHOLDS
ASSISTED

Edinburgh based charity Four Square Ltd
joined the Consortium in July 2020 in
response to an approach from Link Housing
to furnish properties for people who have
experienced homelessness.

Having a homely, safe
space is so important
and we have trained our staff
to make sure that only the best
furniture goes into these flats. Our
rule of thumb is that if the item isn’t of
a quality we’d have in our own home, it
doesn’t go in someone else’s. We have
a team of two staff who focus fulfilling
the Link orders, also making sure the
furniture matches, suits the home and
creates a lovely space.
Jane Devine CEO Four Square Ltd.

So far 60 properties have been furnished,
reusing 850 items of furniture from going
to landfill. This has generated over £50,000
of income for Four Square, creating jobs
and training and supporting their other
charitable purposes.

Link Group are working
towards solutions that are better
for our planet and of course we
want to find more affordable solutions
too. In our temporary homelessness
accommodation, there is a high
turnover, which means substantial costs
connected with replacing furniture.
We had been buying new furniture
but were delighted to have the
opportunity to switch to reuse.
Andy Jack, Community Investment Officer,
Link Housing.

JOBS CREATED
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SUPPORTING A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
We are now supporting our members as Circular
Communities Scotland; although our name and
brand has changed, we’re still the same team doing
the same crucial work to support our sector.
The climate emergency’s impact is everywhere,
and it continues to grow, while society continues to
grapple with growing inequality, poverty and other
social issues compounded by the Covid 19 crisis.
As the eyes of the world focus on COP26 at Glasgow, it is clear that we
are at a pivotal moment in our planet’s history, and it is vital that we seize
every opportunity to achieve our vision of a thriving circular economy here
in Scotland.
We believe our rebrand will allow us to face the coming political,
environmental, and social era, as an effective, innovative, and influential
organisation – which means we can support and represent our membership
more effectively. A huge thank you to our members who supported our
name change and new branding at our 2021 Annual General Meeting.
Watch the video linked here to learn more about our rebrand! The video
will be added to our new website when it goes live on the 1st.

OUR VISION AT CIRCULAR
COMMUNITIES SCOTLAND
Our role is to empower, embolden and elevate our network of
reuse, repair, and recycling charities across the country, who
work to prevent valuable products and materials ending up in
landfill, while creating local jobs, economic opportunities.
Take a look at our refreshed mission, vision and values below:

Our Vision
Our vision is for a thriving circular economy in Scotland with
local communities benefiting from the social, environmental,
and economic impacts.

Our Mission
As a national network, to support and represent organisations
who are delivering greater levels of reuse, repair, and recycling.

Our Values

•
•
•
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Trust and Integrity
Openness and Community
Environmental and Social Justice
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REPRESENTING THE SECTOR
In terms of representation, we have worked to share our memberships voice as widely as possible. Some
examples of our representation and engagement on behalf of our members during the last year include:

OUR ROLE AT CIRCULAR
COMMUNITIES SCOTLAND
Although our name and brand has changed, our role is
the same – we empower our national network of reuse,
repair, and recycling charities.
At Circular Communities Scotland, our role is two-fold to:

LOCAL AUTHORITY
	
Waste Managers Network (WMON)
Meetings

•

Support our membership thereby facilitating the growth of our
sector in Scotland.

	
Local Authority Recycling Advisory
Committee (LARAC) Conference

•

Represent our sector to a range of stakeholders including Scottish
government.

	
Meetings with various individual
Local Authorities

SCOTTISH POLICY
	
Scottish Parliament’s Cross Party Working Group
for the Circular Economy
	
Scottish Governments Waste and Resources
Sector Forum

SUPPORTING THE SECTOR

	
Scottish Climate Assembly – twice giving evidence

In terms of support, we have been committed to adapting to changing
circumstances the sector may face, as evidenced throughout the
coronavirus outbreak and subsequent lockdowns. Throughout the past
two years, Circular Communities Scotland (then operating as CRNS)
strived to adapt to support our network during these extraordinary times.
Throughout lockdown we provided:

	
Scottish Resources Conference

INTERNATIONAL
	
RREUSE European Board,

Funding Support:

	
RREUSE Social and Circular
Economy Working Groups

•

	
Social Enterprise World Forum

We signposted financial support for our sector and called for further
support to be made available, including lobbying for prompter action on
rates relief.

Fortnightly online Support Forums, sharing lockdown guidance, health
and safety good practice and supporting our members to access
wider funding and support.

Circular Communities Scotland is committed to continuing to be
flexible and innovative in our support of our membership, which
includes listening to our members and asking how we can best
empower and assist them.

	
Regular meetings and collaboration with Zero
Waste Scotland
	
Meeting with MSPs and Ministers

	
World Circular Economy Forum

TECHNICAL

Networking Opportunities and Information:

•

	
Scotland Arts Circular Economy Working Group

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

	
Mattress Expended Producer Responsibility
Working Group
	
UK Wide Government Packaging Extended
Producer Responsibility System Consultation

	
Social Enterprise Net Zero
Steering Group

	
Route Map working groups and stakeholder
engagement

	
Development Trust Association Scotland
Conference

	
Glasgow Caledonian University Procurement
Research Focus Group

	
Community Development Association
Scotland Conference

	
Deposit Return Scheme, Circularity
Scotland, and Community
Sector Meetings

	
Stop Climate Chaos Scotland Coalition
Meetings
	
CEIS Annual Conference – Social
Enterprise and COP26 Breakout Session
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CREATING A CIRCULAR FUTURE

GREATER INVESTMENT IN REUSE AND REPAIR
We need to move beyond recycling. Circular behaviours such as reuse and repair
need to be adopted by the mainstream majority.

Creating a Circular Future; working to ensure a thriving circular economy
in Scotland with our members, key stakeholders, board, and staff.
In response to COP26 and as part of our first Impact Report as Circular Communities Scotland, we
wanted to set out a clear and strong set of policies which we believe will provide a solid foundation for
a circular future. If implemented, these policies would change the Scottish landscape for reuse, repair,
and recycling, ushering in a clear path towards a more circular economy.

Consider the levels of investment in recycling over the past 20 years - a similar
level of investment is now needed in reuse and repair for Scotland to continue
on the path to Net Zero. This investment should prioritise:

LOCAL
AUTHORITY
INVESTMENT

A STRONG CIRCULAR ECONOMY BILL
A strong Circular Economy Bill is significantly overdue and is needed
to deliver greater levels of reuse, repair, and recycling in Scotland.
This legislation should consider:

AMBITIOUS
REUSE
TARGETS

BANNING
PRODUCT
DESTRUCTION
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Clear and ambitious Reuse
Targets so that Scotland
prioritises reuse over recycling.
There is an urgent need for
funded research to establish
the best way to measure and
report reuse levels. Once
targets are set, we need a
clear process to monitor and
report actual progress against
targets on a local authority
and national level.

Measures to prevent
companies from destroying
products that are suitable
for reuse either through
direct banning this wasteful
behaviour or through the
introduction of mandatory
reporting, financial charges, and
other strong deterrents. There
have been several media stories
of such waste in the last year
and a more environmentally and
socially responsible solution is
needed in the future.

“SET ASIDE
FOR REUSE”
FACILITIES

PUBLIC
PROCUREMENT
PRACTICES

A statutory requirement for
“Set Aside for Reuse” Facilities
at every Local Authority
Household Waste Recycling
Centre in Scotland. Currently,
too many items which could
be reused are being sent for
recycling or even incineration
and landfill. This needs to stop
for Scotland to achieve our
Net Zero ambitions.

Review public
procurement practices to
prioritise environmental
and social factors more
strongly, supporting social
enterprises to win more
bids and benefit their
communities. Mandate
circular economy and
climate obligations in
procurement strategies for
public bodies. Reuse needs
to become mainstream for
public procurement too.

Building a ‘Set Aside for Reuse’
facility at every Household
Waste Recycling Centre in
Scotland. These need to be
staffed, protected from the
elements and attractive to the
public. Reuse goods donated
at these facilities should be
provided to charity and social
enterprise reuse organisations
to further stimulate the local
economy.

REUSE AND
REPAIR

INNOVATIVE
MODELS

Support for a Broad Network
with National Coverage for
innovative models such as
Repair Cafes, Sharing Libraries,
Bike Reuse and Community
Fridges. These projects provide
easy and tangible access for
the public to circular economy
behaviours. However, they
require initial support in the
form of grant funding and
developmental support.

Providing funding linked to the
environmental and social benefits of
reuse and repair activities. Reuse and
repair combats climate change through
carbon savings. Similarly, it creates
far more jobs, green and local jobs at
that, than recycling, incineration, or
landfill activities. Financial support for
carbon diversion and green jobs would
support the rapid growth in reuse and
repair levels that we need to see.

We have chosen these policy positions as we believe they support:

•
•
•
•
•

Our vision to see a Circular Economy in Scotland.
Our core value of Social and Environmental Justice.
The needs of our Sector and Members whom we represent.
The priority to Build Back Better from Covid-19
The need to act with Ambition and Urgency in tackling climate change.

At Circular Communities Scotland, we are always committed to working collaboratively to achieve our
vision. We would love to hear from you or your organisation about these policies and making the vision
of a thriving circular economy in Scotland a reality.
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THANK YOU
A sincere thank you to our membership, for making
this Impact Report possible by completing our survey,
featuring as case studies, and continuing to engage
positively with our network. More importantly thank you
for the valuable work you do and for your continued
engagement with the network. We look forward to
working with you as Circular Communities Scotland going
forward. Thanks also to our hardworking board and staff
members and our wider stakeholders and supporters.
If you would like to talk with us about our work or
anything featured in this report, please email
info@circularcommunities.scot.
Circular Communities Scotland is grateful to Zero
Waste Scotland for their continued funding support.

www.circularcommunities.scot

